LIGHTROOM EXPORT SETTINGS FOR INSTAGRAM

Export To: Hard Drive

Export Location
- Export To: Choose folder later (useful for presets)
- Put in Subfolder: 
- Add to This Catalog: 
- Add to Stack: Below Original
- Existing Files: Ask what to do

File Naming
- Rename To: Custom Settings
- Custom Text: 
- Start Number: 
- Examples: Travel_Photography_Blog_Canada_Montreal_Fall
- Extensions: Lowercase

Video
- No Video

File Settings
- Image Format: JPEG
- Color Space: sRGB
- Quality: 80

Image Sizing
- Resize to Fit: Width & Height
- W: 1080
- H: 0
- Resolution: 72

Output Sharpening
- Sharpen For: Screen
- Amount: Standard

Metadata
- Include: Copyright & Contact Info Only
- Remove Person Info: 
- Remove Location Info: 
- Write Keywords as Lightroom Hierarchy

JPEGmini

Post-Processing
- After Export: Do nothing
- Application: Choose an application...
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Learn photography at www.PhotoTraces.com
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